ABSTRACT. Two kinds of Hp-classes of harmonic functions are defined on a general rank one symmetric space of noncompact type. The first one is introduced by using a nontangential maximal function. The second is related to the diffusion generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Introduction.
The aim of the present work is to prove an analogue, for a rank one symmetric space of noncompact type, of a result due to Burkholder, Gundy and Silverstein [2] for the Euclidean space R^_ and to Burkholder and Gundy [1] for R™+1. Our results generalize and extend those of Debiard [5] who did his work on the generalized half plane equivalent to the hyperbolic ball of C".
In §1 we start with some general background about symmetric spaces of noncompact type with special emphasis on those of rank one. The reader is referred to Helgason [8 or 9] and Korányi [11] for more details. We give then some basic definitions and illustrate them with an example. We end this section by stating the main result of this work (Theorem I) that consists in the equivalence of two Hpclasses of harmonic functions (//? and H^) previously defined. §2 contains several facts about Brownian motion in a Riemannian manifold that are used later on in the paper. A general reference for these is McKean [16] . § §3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of each of the two parts of Theorem I. In §3 we prove the inclusion Hft C HI following the techniques of [1 and 5] adapted to the symmetric space. It is remarkable that for this part of the proof we do not need to require harmonicity. In §4 the opposite inclusion is proven. Although we also follow here the path marked by [1 and 5] the problems that one has to face to extend the results are more serious. In particular, the techniques to prove Proposition 8 and Proposition 12 are new. Also for the part of Lemma 7 that deals with 0 < p < 1 we had to adapt to a symmetric space a technique due to De Giorgi [7] for the Euclidean space. The author is indebted to Dr. Choi of the University of Chicago who showed him De Giorgi's method.
The results proven here are, in part, contained in the author's Ph.D. Dissertation presented at Washington University in St. Louis in May 1983. The author wishes to thank Adam Korányi for his help and encouragement.
1. Symmetric spaces. Definitions. A symmetric space of noncompact type is a Riemannian manifold of negative curvature that verifies the following property:
for every point x G X there exists an involutive isometry whose only fixed point is x. The rank of the space is one if any maximal totally geodesic, flat submanifold has dimension one. Let X be a rank one symmetric space of noncompact type. If G is the connected group of isometries of X and K is the isotropy subgroup of a fixed point o G X then G is a semisimple Lie group with finite center and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Denote by g and k the Lie algebras of G and K respectively and choose a vector subspace p of g such that g = k + p (direct sum). This type of decomposition of g is called a Cartan decomposition. The endomorphism 9 with eigenvalue 1 on k and eigenvalue -1 on p is called the Cartan involution of the given decomposition.
We fix a maximal abelian subspace of p that we denote as a. In our case (rank one) this subspace, and its corresponding Lie group, that we denote as A, have dimension one, and can be identified with R. Let a* be the dual of a; if A G a* we write g> = {X G g: [H, X] = X(H)X, H G a}.
The nonzero elements A for which g>, ^ 0 are called the restricted roots. In the rank one case we can have two or four roots that we write as {±A} or {±A, ±2A}. We will do all our calculations for the four roots case; the two roots case is always simpler. From now on we fix an element H G a such that X(H) = 1, then a = {sH: s G R}.
The space n = gA + g2A is a nilpotent Lie algebra. Its image under the Cartan involution is H = g_A + g_2A-We denote by N and N the analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras n and ñ respectively. The group G can be decomposed as a product G -NAK (Iwasawa decomposition) and every element g G G can be written uniquely g = nak. Thus, every element a; G X can be written uniquely as na ■ o, (n G N, a £ A) where n -exp(X + Y), (X G g_A, Y G g-2*), and a -exp(sH), (s G R). We will write x = (n, s).
The group A acts on N by conjugation: ns = expsH ■ n ■ exp(-sH). We can define on JV a smooth gauge, homogeneous relative to the cojugation by A, as follows,
where |AT| and |T| denote the canonical lengths of X G gA and Y G g2A in the Lie algebra g (cf. Helgason [9, p. 414] ). This gauge is a C°°-function on N -{e} verifying the properties |n_1| = |n|, |nn'| < |n| + |n'| and |ns| = e_s|n| and therefore defines a distance in N (cf. Cygan [4] ). Haar measure on N is the measure inherited through the exponential mapping from the Lebesgue measure of H. It will be denoted as | • | or dn. This Haar measure is unimodular.
The corresponding Lp-norms in N will be written as || ■ ||p. If b(r) = {n G N: \n\ < r} is a gauge ball, its Haar measure is proportional to rm where m is the homogeneous dimension of N defined as follows: let p be the half sum of the positive roots with multiplicities counted; then m = 2p(H). We have, \b(r)\ = f dXdY = crm.
In the symmetric space X we denote the volume element as dx and the geodesic ball of center x and radius r as Br(x). The invariant gradient and the LaplaceBeltrami operator of X are written as V and A respectively. where v is a finite measure on N. Therefore N plays the role of boundary of X. A point (n, s) is approaching the boundary when s -> oo. The Poisson kernel P(n,s) = Ps(n) = e-2p(H(e:>iP(-sH)n)) verifies the homogeneity property Ps+S'(ns ) = Ps(n)ems and the normalization J-^Ps(n)dn = 1. We also can observe that P(e, s) = Ps(e) = e-2p(n(exP(-sH))) = ems and this function is invariant under the action of AT, the dual of AT under the Cartan involution.
We define next admissible domains in the space X. These domains will play the same role the nontangential domains play in the Euclidean space. The admissible domain rQ is defined as rQ = {x = (n, s): \n\ < ae~s, s G R}.
We also define truncated versions of rQ :
The region rQ can be though of as a cone in X having "vertex" at the boundary point e G N. We can translate this region, acting with n G N, and obtain the corresponding cone, n • Ya, with "vertex" at n. REMARKS. (1) The domains Ta are invariant under the action of the group A:
exps'HnexpsH o = n3' exp(s' + s)H o and \n8'\ = e~s \n\ < ae~(s+s\ (2) Given a > 0 there exists r > 0 such that rQ C (JsgRexPs^ ' Br(o); just choose r larger than the distance from o to the "walls" of rQ.
(3) For a' > a > 0, there exists r > 0 such that for any x G ra the geodesic ball Br (x) is contained in Tai. To see this, it is enough to establish the property at a fixed level, say s = 0, using a compactness argument and then act with the group A.
To illustrate some of the concepts that we have just introduced, we consider the following example. We define now the two maximal functions that are the object of our study. From now on F will always represent a function on X.
Given F, its nontangential maximal function is defined as NaF(n) = sup{|i\x)|:xGn-rQ} for every n G N. We will also use a truncated version, Na F, defined replacing riCT) for rQ. Consider the diffusion of paths xt(w) generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator of X (cf. §2). The Brownian maximal function of F is defined as F»=sup{|F(xt(u,))|:i>0}.
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The function F* estimates F along the Brownian path.
Using these two different maximal functions we define the corresponding Hpclasses of harmonic functions. The maximal Hp-space is defined, for p in the range 0 < p < oo, as HPN = {F: AF = 0, NaF G LP(Ñ)}. If F G HPN we define ||.F||hp = HA^FHp. A priori the space HPN may depend on a. We will see soon that this is not the case and that all the "norms" ||F||hp are equivalent.
The probabilistic Hp-space is defined as HP = ¡F:
where E("iS) represents the mathematical expectation corresponding to the probability distribution P(n,a) (cf. §2). For F G Hl we write
The aim of the present work is to prove the following result that asserts the equivalence of the two #p-spaces defined.
THEOREM I. Let F be a harmonic function in X and 0 < p < oo.
(1) There exists a constant C, independent of p, such that iiFirHP < c\\FrHP. (2) There exists a constant Cp such that \\F\\pHPN<Cp\\F\\pHr 2. Brownian motion in X. The Brownian motion of the symmetric space is the diffusion generated in X by the Laplace-Beltrami operator. It can be considered as a family of probability distributions Px defined on the set fi of all continuous paths in X. For each x, Px is supported on the set of paths in fi that start at
x. The density function for this probability, p(t,x,y), is given by the fundamental solution of the heat equation, du/dt = 5 Au, with pole at x (cf. McKean [16, ). This diffusion is then invariant under the action of the group G. A positive (possibly infinite) real function r on fi is called a stopping time if the event {r < t} is measurable with respect to the family {xa: s < t} for every t > 0. An example of a stopping time that we will use below is the first hitting time of the closure of a set B, t = inf{i:xt G B}. The diffusion in X verifies the strong Markov property: if r is a stopping time of xt then, conditional on r < 00 and xT = x, the future, xr+t, is independent of the past, xs, s < r, and is identical in law to the motion starting at x (cf. McKean [16, p. 90] ).
Debiard, Gaveau and Mazet [6] have proved that the lifetime of this diffusion is almost surely infinite. Malliavin and Malliavin [15, have obtained limit laws and in particular proved that if we write x£ = (nt,st), then, as t -> 00, st -► 00 and nt converges to a limit n^ that we will also denote as x^. The following lemma relates the limit distribution of the Brownian motion and the Poisson kernel. LEMMA 1. The limit distribution ofx^, P(n,s)(xoo G U), U C N, defines a measure on N (harmonic measure) whose density, relative to the Haar measure, is the Poisson kernel.
PROOF. We will see first that P(niS)(xoo G U) is a harmonic function in (n, s) G X. Let (n, s) = g ■ o, and dBx = {b = gk ■ x G X: k G K} for g G G and x G X fixed. Let r be the first hitting time of dBx. Then r < oo, a.s. and by the strong Markov property we have Without loss of generality take U -b(r) and n = e. For s' > 0 P(e,s)(xoo G b(r)) = P^+s-^Xoo G b(re-"')) < P(e,s+a>)(x-oo e b(r)).
If lima^oo P(eiS)(xoo G b(r)) = e < 1 then, for s > 1,
1 > e > P(e,3)(xoo G b(r)) = P(e,o)(xoo G 6(res)).
But, because (nt,st) -> Xqo G N a.s., the last term converges to 1 as s -> oo. After this result we can write P(n,s)(xoo G du) = Ps(u~1n)du.
Given ueiVwe can define the conditional probability P^ a,(U) as the RadonNikodym derivative
It gives a measure on the paths in fi that start at (n, s) and end at u and is invariant under the action of the subgroup of G that fixes the point u, namely uAu~1. The Green function g(x,y) for the operator | A can be written, in terms of the fundamental solution of the corresponding heat equation, as g{x,y) = / p(t,x,y)dt. Jo
It can be interpreted in probabilistic terms, as the average time spent at the point y by the motion starting at x. In order to prove the first part of Theorem 1 we only need to assume that the function F is measurable. Theorem 1, part (1) is an easy consequence of the following proposition. PROPOSITION 3. There exists a constant c, depending only on a, such that for any measurable function F, the inequality sup f_P(n,s)(F* >X)dn< c\{NaF > X}\ sGRJn holds for every A > 0.
Let us see that integrating both sides of this inequality against an appropriate measure we obtain part (1) To prove Proposition 3 we need a sequence of lemmas for which the following notation is given. Let F be a measurable function. For a > 0 and A > 0 we write A\ = {NaF > A}, B\ -UncAc n ' F«*, where A\ is the complement of A\ in N. The set dB\ will be the topological boundary of B\ in X, and Bcx will be X -B\.
The characteristic function of a set U is denoted as \u ■ For the remainder of this section a > 0 and A > 0 are fixed. The proof of (2) follows exactly the same pattern. We only need to replace nTa, for Xqo all along the proof.
Our last lemma of this series gives a lower bound for the probability of the diffusion that starts on dB\ and hits the boundary at the set A\. This lower bound allows us to estimate, in the proof of Proposition 3, the probability of hitting A\ by estimating the probability of hitting dB\. This implies P("jS)(F* > A) < P(n>s)(r < oo) for (n,s) G Bx-If \A\\ < oo, let a be as in Lemma 4. Then for s < a and n G N the point (n, s) is in Bx, and therefore Lemma 5(2), the strong Markov property, Lemma 6 and the preceding argument give
which is the desired result for s < o. To obtain the proof for every s it will be enough to show that the function /^-P("S)(F* > X)dn is decreasing in s. Let rr = inf{i: st = r} and for rr < oo define (F^rM = sup|F(xtM)|. 4. Hi C H^-In this section we will prove the second part of Theorem I. First we need to prove several results that will be needed in the main proof. yeBai(x) Vy6S"i+1(i) / \Jb">+1{x) )
Let / = (¡B<xi+iix) \F(y)\pdVyiP and F(x) = \F(x)\/I. Then
Iterating we obtain
The volume of the geodesic ball of radius R is given by \BR\= C0(sinhR)mi(smh2R)m2 > CfRmi+m2
(cf. p. 172] ). Then
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Then we obtain sup^gg^j F (y) < C and therefore the claimed result follows. Our next result asserts that under certain conditions the maximum of a harmonic function in a truncated domain does not grow very fast relative to the size of the truncation.
PROPOSITION 8. Let F be a harmonic function satisfying sup _\F(n,s)\pdn < oo. Our next aim is to prove a Harnack-type inequality (Proposition 11). Working in that direction we prove the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 9. Given a > a' > 0 there exists a constant C such that for every harmonic function F and every n G AT, sup ||VF(x)|| <C sup |F(x)|. LEMMA 10. Given ri and r2 (0 < ri < 72), there exists a constant C such that for any two concentric balls Bf and B2 in X with radii ri and r2 respectively, any harmonic function F and any two points x, x' G Bf we have
where dist(x, x') stands for the geodesic distance from x to x'.
PROOF. Let ~¡(s) be a geodesic in X joining x to x'. The Schwarz inequality and the estimates for the gradient given in Lemma 9 give 
PROOF. There exists r > 0 (depending only on a) such that for any xo G u-Ta , the ball Br(xo) is contained in u-T2a '. Using Lemma 10 with rt = If and r2 = r we obtain
Take ro = inf{c/C, ri} to obtain the desired result. Our next result gives a lower bound for the probability (relative to the diffusion conditioned to finish at a point on N) of hitting a set of a given size located inside an admissible region. Such a lower bound will be independent of the ending point, depending only on the sizes of the admissible region and the set we try to hit.
PROPOSITION 12. Given a > 0 and r > 0 there exist cr, > 0 and Ci > 0 such that for any u G N, any Sf G R, any x -(n,s) G u ■ Ta with s < -(of -si) and xq -(tiq, Sq) G u ■ rQ with sq > si we have that P^,s)(xt hitting Br(x0))> Cf.
PROOF. It is enough to prove the result for si = 0, because the invariance under the action of the subgroup uAu"1 will give afterwards the general result. Let u G N and take r small enough such that if xo G u • Ta then B = Br(xo) C u • r2Q. This r is independent of u and a, depending only on the coordinate so of the point XoDenote by tb the first hitting time of B. We want to obtain a lower bound for ™ I ., A P(n,3)(Tfi < 00, Xoo G (¿U) P(n,.)fa<00)= PM(^Gdu) •
To evaluate the numerator we use the strong Markov property, P(n,s)(l"B < 00, Xoo G du) = / P(rliS)(xTB G db, TB < Oo)P¡,(Xoo G du), JdB and then obtain a lower bound for Pb(xoo G du) when b G dB. To evaluate the denominator we will obtain an upper bound for P(n,a) (xoo G du) when (n,s) Gu-Ta and s < -Of. To obtain these estimates we may assume u = e. Let B be a closed ball with center o containing {(n, 0): |n| < 2a}. Then it will also contain exp(-s0H) ■ B. The Poisson kernel P(n,s) has lower and upper bounds in the compact B:0 < I < P(n, s) < L < oo for (n, s) G B. Therefore, if Xi = (ni, si ) G B the point (n,s) -exp(soH)-Xf isinß.
We obtain P(n,s) = Ps(n) = PSo+s¡(nl°) = PSl(ni)emso, and then /e""™0 < P(x.) < Le"™30. These estimates provide the following inequalities:
Pb(xoo G du) >len du and P"ÍY-_ (= dll\ I <Ler Px (xqq G du) du for x = (n, s) ë ra. Both together give Pux(tb < oo) > -e^-^P^TB < oo).
To evaluate Px(tb < oo) we use the Green fonction of the symmetric space /•oo g(x,y) = / p(t,x,y)dt. Jo Let g(x, B) = ¡B g(x, y) dy. Then with the constant C3 independent of a or F. The result we want to prove will follow from here by Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem. Let U = {u G Ñ: A^F(u) > (l/2C0)1/p^+1)F(u)} .
A simple calculation (cf. Burkholder-Gundy [1, Lemma 5]) gives f_(Na^F(u))pdu < 2 f (Na^F(u))pdu, J N JU and then we can find e > 0 such that (4.3) [_(Na^F(u))pdu<2C0 f (Naa)F(u))pdu Observe that given e > 0 there exists cr£ > 0 such that for any s < -oE and any u G N with |u| < e the set {(71,s):\n\ < ^ae~3} is contained in u ■ Ta (|u_1n| < \u\ + \n\ < e + ^ae~3; take oe = log(2e/2a)). If y = (n,s) G ra/2 with s < min{-rje, -(o~\ + a)}, then y G u ■ Ta for every uGU£. Estimate (4.4) then gives We need to estimate Jin|<Qe-./2 Ps(u~1n)dn uniformly on u G Ue. Take s < min{-ä£, -(of + <r)} where cf£ = log(4e/a) > oe. Then e < \ae~3, and therefore
